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Executive Summary
With the growth of the World Wide Web, internet monopolies have collected and stored
enormous amounts of user data. With the advent of big data and Artificial Intelligence (AI), they
can enjoy a data monopoly and enjoy substantial business benefits. Meanwhile, besides failing to
obtain dividends from their data, users also bear the risk of infringement on personal privacy and
misuse of personal data.
PlatON Network is committed to creating the next generation of a privacy-preserving computing
and data exchange network. Grounded in blockchain technology and modern cryptography,
PlatON builds a new computing paradigm to preserve the privacy of the client’s data, with no need
to depend on third parties for collaborative computing and to verify the integrity of the results.
PlatON uses various modern cryptographic algorithms to implement computational capacity
expansion schemes for non-interactive proofs and implements a Concurrent Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (CBFT) consensus mechanism.
The network's native token, $LAT, provides several utilities to its holders. The total supply of LAT
tokens is non-finite, and the supply increases annually via inflation.
The project is based in Singapore, a country where the government exercises caution by seeking
to identify the risks involved with cryptocurrencies.
The project’s founding team has a strong entrepreneurial and technical background. Additionally,
multiple investors are backing the project.
PlatON is operating on its mainnet, evolving with several milestones that still need to be reached.
Our researchers gave PlatON a final rating of C. The breakdown of this rating is available at the
end of this report.
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Product & Company Description
Introduction to PlatON
PlatON is building a decentralized and collaborative Artificial Intelligence (AI) network and global
brain by combining blockchain and privacy-preserving computation technologies to drive the
democratization of AI for safe artificial general intelligence.
The project wants to create the infrastructure for autonomous AI agents and their collaboration,
expedite the evolution and emergence of advanced AI, and explore the path to general AI.
Additionally, the project’s team wishes to extend the power of AI to whoever requires it via
PlatON's decentralized network and open-source software tools to create the best AI technology
accessible to the masses.
The plan is to achieve this overall goal in three stages:

Stage 1

A decentralized privacy-preserving computation network, constituting a
decentralized data sharing and privacy-preserving computation
infrastructure network that connects data users, data owners, arithmetic
providers, and algorithm developers.

Stage 2

A decentralized AI marketplace that allows the common sharing of AI
assets, the development of agile smart apps, and offers the whole
spectrum of services and products from AI algorithms and computing
power to AI capabilities and their integration, deployment, and production.

Stage 3

A decentralized AI collaboration network that enables AI to collaborate at
1

scale, gathering collective intelligence to accomplish complex goals.
The platform’s notable features include:
●

Modern cryptographic algorithms like Zero-Knowledge Proofs (ZKP) and Secure
Multi-Party Computation (MPC).

1

"PlatON 2.0:." 4 Nov. 2021,

https://www.platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficiency_Trustless_Computing_Network_Whitepa
per_EN_2.pdf. Accessed 6 Jul. 2022.
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●

A Layer 1 consensus network based on Ethereum.

●

Support for mainstream programming languages such as Solidity, Java, C ++, and Python.

2

PlatON’s ecosystem includes these elements:
●

ATON Wallet
ATON is a mobile wallet for the PlatON Network. It can be used to send and receive LAT
tokens, monitor account balances, and view the user’s transaction history. In addition, the
3

wallet enables users to delegate $LATs to validators and get rewarded. Over 10k devices
4

have downloaded the wallet as per Google Play statistics. The user manual is available
here.
https://devdocs.platon.network/docs/en/ATON-user-manual/
●

LAT Token
$LAT is PlatON Network’s native token. Users must pay a small $LAT fee when
transferring or using a PlatON application. The fee incentivizes the nodes to verify and
5

process user transactions.

https://devdocs.platon.network/docs/en/Economic_Model/#platons-economic-solution
Interested
readers can read more about the economic mechanisms of $LAT here.
●

Validators
All $LAT holders jointly select validators to maintain and develop the PlatON network. Out
of the 201 nodes, those with the most votes will become alternative nodes, from which
Verifiable Random Function (VRF) will randomly select 43 validators to participate in the
management of the whole PlatON network. The responsibilities of validators are:

2

●

Maintaining the PlatON Network and nodes.

●

Producing and validating the blocks.

"Architecture | PlatON - GitHub Pages." https://devdocs.platon.network/docs/en/PlatON_Overall_Solution.

Accessed 6 Jul. 2022.
3

"ATON Wallet Download - PlatON Network." https://platon.network/en/wallet. Accessed 6 Jul. 2022.

4

"ATON-PlatON Network Wallet - Apps on Google Play."

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.platon.aton. Accessed 6 Jul. 2022.
5

"Intro to LAT | PlatON - GitHub Pages." https://devdocs.platon.network/docs/en/lat_introduced/. Accessed

6 Jul. 2022.
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●

6

Decision-making and proposal voting.

The basic requirements for becoming
a validator are available here.
https://devdocs.platon.network/docs/en/PlatON_Validation_Introduce/
https://platon.network/pd- https://platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficienf/en/PlatON_A_High-EffiTwo whitepapers have been published,
available here andcy_Trushere. The Whitepaper 1.0 was
ciency_Trustless_Computing_Network_W
tless_Computing_Network
hitepaper_EN_2.pdf
_Whitepaper_EN.pdf
published in 2018 and is more technical,
while the Whitepaper
2.0 was published in 2021

and is

more accessible to the average reader. The whitepapers do not discuss the tokenomics of the
https://devdocs.pla-

ton.netproject in-depth. Additional details not https://platon.netincluded in the whitepapers are available
here. There is
work/docs/en/Ecowork/pdf/en/Pla-

nomic_Model/
also a blue paper on economics availabletON_Blue_Pahere. This paper provides an introduction
to PlatON’s

economic design.

per_on_Economics_EN.pdf

7

The mainnet was released on April 30, 2021. The block explorer
is available here.
https://scan.platon.network/

Success Factors
Based on our understanding, the project has several success factors. These factors are listed
below:

6

●

A team with a solid technical and entrepreneurial background.

●

Support for mainstream programming languages.

●

The growth of the AI blockchain market.

●

Financial backing by multiple investors.

"Intro to validator | PlatON - GitHub Pages."

https://platonnetwork.github.io/docs/en/PlatON_Validation_Introduce/. Accessed 6 Jul. 2022.
7

"PlatON Mainnet Is Officially Released Today - PlatONWorld."

https://platonworld.org/platon/platon-mainnet-is-officially-released-today/. Accessed 6 Jul. 2022.
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Market Conditions and Competition
Market Conditions
AI running atop a blockchain might significantly enhance machine learning capabilities.
Nevertheless, AI in the blockchain or Web 3.0 context is a relatively uncharted area, and the
8

existing solutions have not yet managed to gain noticeable traction. ARK Invest’s Big Ideas 2022
9

Report indicates that innovation platforms like AI and blockchain are evolving and converging.
The sector of cryptocurrencies connected to the AI industry as of July 11 has a market cap of
10

$736.59 million, representing 0.08% of all cryptocurrency sectors.

It is challenging to estimate the exact size of the AI market as different sources list different
figures. According to one source, the global AI market was estimated to be valued at around
$327.5 billion in 2021. Meanwhile, other estimates affirm the global AI market in 2021 to be
worth around $87.04 billion, expecting it to reach $1,597.1 billion by 2030, with a CAGR of 38.1%
11

from 2022 to 2030.

By 2027, the Blockchain AI market is projected to be worth $785.8 million, with a CAGR of
12

20.71%.

Competition
The Whitepaper 2.0 has a table illustrating the competitive landscape of PlatON.

8

"When Blockchain Meets Artificial Intelligence | by Raj Shroff - Medium." 14 Feb. 2020,

https://medium.com/swlh/when-blockchain-meets-artificial-intelligence-e448968d0482. Accessed 11 Jul.
2022.
9

"Big Ideas Report: Innovation Research by ARK Invest." https://ark-invest.com/big-ideas-2022/. Accessed

11 Jul. 2022.
10

"AI Coins - CryptoSlate." https://cryptoslate.com/cryptos/ai/. Accessed 11 Jul. 2022.

11

"Artificial Intelligence Market Size, Growth, Report 2022-2030."

https://www.precedenceresearch.com/artificial-intelligence-market. Accessed 6 Jul. 2022.
12

"Blockchain AI Market Size, Share, Industry Trends, Global Analysis ...."

https://www.marketresearchfuture.com/reports/blockchain-ai-market-10380. Accessed 6 Jul. 2022.
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https://platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficiency_TrusPlatON Competitive
Landscape. Source: Whitepaper 2.0
tless_Computing_Network_Whitepaper_EN_2.pdf#page=19

As a Layer 1 platform, PlatON competes with other Layer 1 platforms, including Ethereum. PlatON
is also in competition with other projects with privacy-preserving computation, such as Oasis,
13

14

Secret Network (formerly Enigma) , and Phala.

How is the project different from its competitors?
These features differentiate PlatON from the competition:
●

Cryptographic algorithm: On top of the SHA256 hash algorithm and ECDSA signature
algorithm that has been in use since Bitcoin, PlatON also adds Boneh–Lynn–Shacham
(BLS) as an aggregate signature for consensus, VRF for the random selection of validators,
and ZKP and Homomorphic Encryption (HE) for privacy-preserving ends.

●

P2P network: Instead of using the popular devp2p and libp2p libraries, PlatON utilizes
RELOAD (REsource LOcation And Discovery) protocol as defined by RFC6940 and ReDiR
(Recursive Distributed Rendezvous) service discovery mechanism as defined by
15

RFC7374.

13

"What is Secret Network (SCRT) | History, Roadmap, Economics."

https://messari.io/asset/secret-network/profile. Accessed 11 Jul. 2022.
14

"PlatON 2.0:." 4 Nov. 2021,

https://platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficiency_Trustless_Computing_Network_Whitepaper_E
N_2.pdf#page=19. Accessed 6 Jul. 2022.
15

"Architecture | PlatON - GitHub Pages."

https://devdocs.platon.network/docs/en/PlatON_Overall_Solution/. Accessed 6 Jul. 2022.
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●

DAPP SDK: Grounded in Ethereum's WEB3 (supports Javascript, Java, Python, and Swift
languages) and JSON RPC, PlatON’s DAPP SDK is modified to better tailor to the functions
ofhttps://devdocs.platon.network/docs/en/PlatON_Overall_Solution/
PlatON. Additionally, the project claims to have added a more efficient GRPC-based
interface.

●

MPC technology based on cryptography: PlatON uses a different privacy technology
route as it uses MPC technology based on cryptography, while Enigma, Oasis, and Phala
mainly use trusted execution environments (TEE) technology. PlatON is also a complete
16

and independent blockchain network.

16

"PlatON 2.0:." 4 Nov. 2021,

https://www.platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficiency_Trustless_Computing_Network_Whitepa
per_EN_2.pdf#page=19. Accessed 7 Jul. 2022.
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Technology Review
Product
PlatON is an open-source project and is open to developers. A development guide for developers
is available here. There is a developer bounty program to engage the community developers in the
https://platonnetwork.github.io/docs/en/PlatON_Overview_DevGuide/
17

design and development of the core infrastructure. The GitHubhttps://github.com/PlatONnetwork/
instance is available here.
The overall architecture of PlatON is illustrated below.

https://www.platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficiency_Trustless_Computing_Network_Whitepaper_EN_2.pdf#page=21

PlatON overall technical architecture. Source: Whitepaper 2.0
●

Rosetta (privacy-preserving AI Framework)
The focus of Rosetta is to offer AI solutions to safeguard privacy-preserving without
requiring expertise in trusted execution environments, cryptography, and federated
learning.
Rosetta integrates standard privacy-preserving computation technologies, including

17

"dev-bounties/Developer Bounty Program(Phase-I).md at main ...."

https://github.com/LatticeX-Foundation/dev-bounties/blob/main/Developer%20Bounty%20Program(Phase
-I).md. Accessed 7 Jul. 2022.
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trusted execution environments, cryptography, and federated learning. Furthermore, it
offers a privacy-preserving machine learning algorithm library, such as regression,
decision tree, clustering, privacy-preserving deep learning algorithm library such as RNN
and CNN, and a privacy-preserving statistical analysis algorithm library.
Rosetta can be merged with common machine learning and AI frameworks like
TensorFlow, Flink, Pytorch, and Spark. Rosetta presently reuses the TensorFlow API and
implements the combination with TensorFlow, enabling the shift of legacy TensorFlow
18

code to a privacy-preserving approach with minimum changes.

https://www.platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficien-

Privacy-preserving AI development
Framework. Source: Whitepaper 2.0
cy_Trustless_Computing_Network_Whitepaper_EN_2.pdf#page=21
●

Underlying Protocol and Privacy-preserving Computation Protocol on Layer 1
PlatON’s Layer 1 basic protocol is adapted to privacy-preserving AI and privacy-preserving
computation. It features:

P2P network

PlatON implements the P2P base protocol, utilized for
node discovery and connection. Due to being a
decentralized computation network, there is also a need
for the discovery and use of computing resources and
data and for transparent invocation and discovery of AI

18

"PlatON 2.0:." 4 Nov. 2021,

https://www.platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficiency_Trustless_Computing_Network_Whitepa
per_EN_2.pdf#page=22. Accessed 7 Jul. 2022.
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model services, all of which will be implemented in
PlatON 2.0 via the RELOAD protocol.
Giskard consensus

Giskard is a consensus protocol of the Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (BFT) category, which entails optimization in
many aspects. While decreasing complexity and
improving throughput via parallelism, it has low latency
and high performance.

PlatON Proof of Stake

Every $LAT holder can participate in the PPoS economic

(PPoS) economic model

model. Any node locking more than a predetermined
minimum number of LAT tokens becomes an alternative
node candidate. Other $LAT holders can delegate LAT
tokens to alternative node candidates, and the
candidates with the highest number of votes become
alternative nodes. After being randomly selected from
the alternative nodes using VRF, the validators can
participate in validation and block production. Validators
receive transaction fees and block rewards. The
alternative nodes and the validators share the staking
rewards with their supporters in line with the prior
agreement.

Dual virtual machine

PlatON supports WebAssembly (WASM) and EVM

support

virtual machines and is compatible with Solidity smart
contracts. With minor modifications, it is possible to
port contracts on Ethereum to PlatON.

Privacy-preserving smart

The WASM and EVM virtual machines have built-in

contracts

privacy-preserving algorithms (including ZKP and HE)
that smart contract developers can leverage to
safeguard data privacy. In line with privacy-preserving
algorithms, PlatON has built a standard for privacy
token contracts including destruction, minting, and
interaction with standard tokens to anonymize them.

19

19

"PlatON 2.0:." 4 Nov. 2021,

https://platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficiency_Trustless_Computing_Network_Whitepaper_E
N_2.pdf#page=22. Accessed 7 Jul. 2022.
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https://www.platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Effi-

cien- Computation Protocol on Layer 1. Source: Whitepaper 2.0
Underlying Protocol and Privacy-preserving
●

cy_Trustless_Computing_Network_Whitepaper_EN_2.pdf#p
age=22

Metis (privacy-preserving computation network)

Metis aggregates the algorithms, data, and computing power needed for computing in a
decentralized manner to establish a secure privacy-preserving computation paradigm. It
features:

Decentralized

RELOAD overlay network is a Layer 2 underlying network.

scheduling

Computing nodes and data nodes are connected via a P2P protocol,
and the RELOAD protocol is utilized to discover, publish, schedule,
and locate data and computing resources.

Data service

The data subject can either host the data encrypted to the data
node or start the data node locally. The data node uses secret
sharing to carve the data and distribute it to computing nodes
randomly selected for MPC upon receiving a computation request.
The consensus protocol has to confirm the selection of computing
nodes and computation tasks among multiple data nodes. Data
nodes can also encrypt the data by HE, distribute it to computing
nodes for outsourced computation, and verify the returned
computation proofs and results utilizing verifiable computation
algorithms.

Computation

Metis supports two types of privacy-preserving computation

service

protocols and can be extended with extra privacy-preserving
computation protocols.
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Secure Multi-Party Computation (sMPC):
The privacy-preserving computation is performed between
computation nodes adhering to the MPC protocol, and the
computation results are returned to the computation result party
via blockchain smart contracts. In the case of AI model training, the
completed AI model can be distributed to the AI network of Layer-3
and become an AI agent to offer AI services to the outside world.
Secure outsourcing computation:
Algorithms and data can be distributed to multiple compute nodes
for parallel computation, and the computation task can be
decomposed in line with the data or model. After the node
completes the computation, it returns the computation proof and
results to verify its correctness. If users have their own algorithms
and data but not enough computing power, they can provide their
data (after HE) and algorithms to third-party computing nodes for
outsourced computation.
Blockchain

PlatON realizes a privacy-preserving computation economic model,
monetizing and capitalizing data and computing resources. The
economic model has slash and staking mechanisms to ensure the
security and validity of data and computation. All data, processes,
and variables used in privacy-preserving computation have
tamper-evident records, which can be audited and tracked. Via the
smart contracts and blockchain-based economic incentives,
decentralized data, computing power, and model trading markets
are established on the blockchain network.
Decentralized identity (DID):
DID schemes allow decentralized authentication and authorization
of resources and nodes, including usage authorization and data
20

validation.

20

"PlatON 2.0:." 4 Nov. 2021,

https://platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficiency_Trustless_Computing_Network_Whitepaper_E
N_2.pdf#page=24. Accessed 7 Jul. 2022.
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https://platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficiency_Trus-

Privacy-preserving computation
network Metis. Source: Whitepaper 2.0
tless_Computing_Network_Whitepaper_EN_2.pdf#page=24
●

Moirae (decentralized AI cloud platform)
On the one hand, Moirae offers developers a one-stop AI development platform and a
one-stop multifaceted modeling process to assist users in rapidly building and deploying
models and managing full-cycle AI work. On the other hand, Moirae is an open AI market.
Developers can find training models and data sets, interact with other AI models or paying
users, and launch AI models. It features:

Full range of modeling

Moirae integrates data processing, data import, model

processes

training, model development, model evaluation, and
service launch to offer an all-encompassing machine
learning and deep learning modeling process to build
intelligent businesses rapidly. It also provides low-code
and visual development tools, automated model
generation, and continuous deployment and training for
deep learning and machine learning, lowering developers’
threshold, helping users to deploy and create models and
manage full-cycle AI workflow.

Distributed model

Metis offers globally distributed computing power and

training and service

supports multiple chip architectures such as FPGAs and

hosting

GPUs at the AI computing level. This heterogeneous AI
computing platform enables AI developers to directly
submit low-cost computation tasks such as feature
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engineering, data preprocessing, and model training with
computing resources, automatically scheduled on demand.
A successfully trained model can be directly deployed on
the network. It can be deployed to a single network node or
fragments in multiple network nodes. Multiple nodes can
make predictions via MPC protocol.
Data marketplace

Moirae has a data exchange protocol based on ZKPs and a
fair exchange protocol. Training datasets can be traded
fairly via this protocol, and no single party can gain an
advantage via early withdrawal or malicious activity. The
training data set participates in model training via MPC
protocol rather than exchanging in plain text.
The data has to be authorized to protect security and
privacy, and model training must be conducted via
privacy-preserving outsourcing computation or MPC
protocols. AI developers can actively search in the data
market for training datasets. They can also publish models
so others can give data to collaborate on training models.
The data market creates an incentive mechanism via
crypto-economics to stimulate data submission and
enhance the model's accuracy. To ensure the validity of the
data, the data providers are required to stake and are
punished upon verifying their submissions as invalid data.

AI service marketplace

The successfully trained models can be deployed directly
on the network and give prediction services externally. The
prediction service information is recorded in the smart
contract and can be invoked and searched by paying
21

users.

21

"PlatON 2.0:." 4 Nov. 2021,

https://platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficiency_Trustless_Computing_Network_Whitepaper_E
N_2.pdf#page=26. Accessed 7 Jul. 2022.
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https://platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficiency_Trus-

Privacy-preservingtless_Computing_Network_Whitepaper_EN_2.pdf#page=26
AI platform Moirae. Source: Whitepaper 2.0
●

Horae (collaborative AI network)
The focus of Horae is to use self-organizing group intelligence to create a network more
significant than the sum of its parts. Autonomous agents do not just occupy the digital
world but can also be used as a bridge between the digital world and the real world,
connecting to people, external IT systems, and IoT devices. Every autonomous agent is an
independent daemon process chasing its own relatively simple goals, but their interaction
will create more complex goals and bring more intelligent higher-order agents.

22

https://platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficiency_Trustless_Computing_Network_Whitepaper_EN_2.pdf#page=28

Collaborative AI network Horae. Source: Whitepaper 2.0

22

"PlatON 2.0:." 4 Nov. 2021,

https://platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficiency_Trustless_Computing_Network_Whitepaper_E
N_2.pdf#page=28. Accessed 7 Jul. 2022.
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Blockchain
PlatON uses various modern cryptographic algorithms, including ZKPs, Verifiable Computation
(VC), HE, MPC, and Secret Sharing (SS), to implement computational capacity expansion schemes
for non-interactive proofs.
Regarding scalability, the VC cryptographic algorithm passes trust off the chain, and contracts
must only be computed once off-chain. This process enables all validators to quickly verify the
computation’s correctness, improving transaction processing performance while helping PlatON
23

to support trustless computation for complex contracts.

https://devdocs.platon.network/docs/en/PlatON_Overall_Solution/
The project claims that the scalability problem of the existing blockchain architecture is primarily
because of the tight coupling of consensus and computing. PlatON's scheme based on verifiable
computing utilizes cryptographic algorithms to weaken the endogenous binding relationship of
consensus and computing, thereby fundamentally decoupling them.

Consensus Mechanism
PlatON uses the Concurrent Byzantine Fault Tolerance (CBFT) consensus mechanism. The project

https://devdocs.platon.network/docs/en/PlatON_Overall_Solution/
claims that CBFT is a three-phase pipelining consensus protocol that produces and verifies batch
blocks in parallel, improving the consensus efficiency.

Security Audit
SlowMist has done a security audit. The audit focused on seven significant models, including RPC
security, P2P security, cryptographic signature security, transaction models, accounts, virtual
machine security, and consensus security. It used static code check to ensure the overall
performance after various version upgrades and iterations and the newly released WASM on the

https://github.com/slowmist/Knowledge-Base/blob/masBaleyworld testnet. The audit
report in Chinese is available here.

ter/open-report-V2/blockchain/SlowMist%20Audit%20Re
port%20-%20PlatON_en-us.pdf

23

"Let Us Compute - PlatON network." https://www.platon.network/en/whatisPlaton. Accessed 7 Jul. 2022.
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Roadmap
The project’s roadmap (available on its website) covers the period from Q4 2018 to Q4 2022. The
https://platon.network/en/technology
Whitepaper 2.0 lists several milestones, covering the period from Q4 2018 to Q2 2023. Some
details overlap across the roadmap and milestones, while some details are missing.

https://platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficiency_TrusPlatON 2.0 milestones. Source: Whitepaper 2.0
tless_Computing_Network_Whitepaper_EN_2.pdf#page=38
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Team
The project’s team is skilled in computer science and economics. Some of the team members’
previous accomplishments include founding one of the largest mutual funds in China.
24

Feng Xiao, Founder, is currently the Vice Chairman and Executive Director of China Wanxiang
Holding Co. He also holds a Ph.D. in Economics from China Nankai University, has over 20 years of
experience in the Chinese securities and asset management industry, and founded Bosera Funds,
which is one of the first and largest mutual funds in China.
25

Lilin Sun, Founder and CEO, is a pioneer in the Chinese fintech field and an advocate and sponsor
of computational complexity theory such as ZKPs, MPC, HE, and algorithm game theory.
26

James Qu, CTO, is an IT expert with 20+ years of experience in financial industry firms, including
Morgan Stanley and UBS.
27

Fubiao Xia, Senior Researcher, has a Ph.D. in Computer Science from the University of
Birmingham.

Advisors
28

Xinjun Liang, Chief Advisor, is the Co-Founder of Fosun Group and a recipient of the Chinese
Business Leader of the Year award.

24

"肖风Xiao Feng - Founder of PlatON - 领英." https://www.linkedin.com/in/肖风-xiao-feng-312587106.

Accessed 7 Jul. 2022.
25

"Lilin Sun, the Founder of PlatON, was invited to give a speech on the ...." 12 Sep. 2018,

https://platon-network.medium.com/lilin-sun-the-found-of-platon-was-invited-to-give-a-speech-on-the4th-global-blockchain-summit-to-5e82cc7d25c5. Accessed 7 Jul. 2022.
26

"James QU - CTO - PlatON | LinkedIn." https://linkedin.com/in/james-qu-406a391a. Accessed 7 Jul. 2022.

27

"Fubiao Xia - 高级研究员- PlatON | LinkedIn - 领英." https://cn.linkedin.com/in/fubiao-xia-a87a4336.

Accessed 7 Jul. 2022.
28

"梁信军- Co-Founder of Fosun Group - 复星集团| LinkedIn - 领英."

https://linkedin.com/in/xinjun-liang-245030bb. Accessed 7 Jul. 2022.
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29

Grigore Rosu, Technical Advisor, has a Ph.D. in Computer Science from the University of
California at San Diego.

General Comments on the Team & Advisors
The project is built by a strong entrepreneurial and technical team. PlatON, in the past, wanted to

https://github.com/rebase-network/who-is-hiring/issues/6
hire a Blockchain/Smart Contract Developer.
During our review period, we did not find evidence that the team members have taken part in any
previous or current illegal or controversial projects. We did not find evidence of the advisors'
involvement in any controversial projects either.

Legal and Compliance Specifics
Jurisdiction
PlatON, with the legal name "LATTICEX FOUNDATION LIMITED," is incorporated as a public
30

company limited by guarantee in Singapore.

Thehttps://www.globallegalinsights.com/practice-areas/blockchain-laws-and-regulations/singapore
approach by the government of Singapore towards cryptocurrencies has been described as
being practical, pragmatic, and tailored. While the government recognizes the social and economic
potential of cryptocurrency, it also exercises caution by seeking to identify the involved risks and,
where applicable, managing these risks via licensing.

Partnerships
PlatON lists several partners on the homepage, including HashQuark, SlowMist, and Runtime
Verification Inc.

Some of the partners of PlatON.
Source: PlatON
https://platon.network/en/
29

"Grigore Rosu - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign - LinkedIn."

https://www.linkedin.com/in/grigorerosu. Accessed 7 Jul. 2022.
30

"PlatON - Crunchbase Company Profile & Funding."

https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/platon-5c36. Accessed 8 Jul. 2022.
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PlatON has also secured $50 million after two funding rounds. The first round was led by Hashkey
Capital and Youbi Capital, jointly with SNZ Capital, Hash Global Capital, and Fundamental Labs.
Alpine Capital led the second round, and Hash Global Capital with participation from OUE
Singapore, a leading Asian insurance asset management institution, and other regional family
31

offices.

Legal Advisors
The project has not appointed legal advisors or team members responsible for legal matters.

KYC & AML
32

KYC authentication was in place for $LAT reward redemption. The privacy policy implies that KYC
33

processes are being implemented.

Token Classification
$LAT is a utility token. Its utilities are:

31

●

Clearing and settlement.

●

Network governance.

●

Staking service economy.

34

"Global Blockchain Network PlatON Secures $50M After Two Rounds ...." 13 Oct. 2020,

https://medium.com/platon-network/global-blockchain-network-platon-secures-50m-after-two-rounds-o
f-funding-f33496dd78f9. Accessed 8 Jul. 2022.
32

"User Guide for LAT Reward Redemption | by PlatON Network." 24 Oct. 2020,

https://medium.com/@platon-network/user-guide-for-lat-reward-redemption-97041cce5fee. Accessed 8
Jul. 2022.
33

"PRIVACY POLICY - PlatON Network." https://www.platon.network/privacy-policy. Accessed 8 Jul. 2022.

34

"PlatON 2.0:." 4 Nov. 2021,

https://platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficiency_Trustless_Computing_Network_Whitepaper_E
N_2.pdf#page=36. Accessed 8 Jul. 2022.
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Token Offering
35

36

The initial circulating supply of LAT tokens is 10 billion. The total supply is uncapped.

https://devdocs.platon.network/docs/en/Economic_Model/
Token Allocation. Source: PlatON
The project has allocated 15% of the tokens to LatticeX Foundation. The blue paper does not refer
to LatticeX Foundation but mentions the PlatON Foundation. It explains that the PlatON
https://platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_Blue_Paper_on_Economics_EN.pdf#page=13
Foundation will use its share of the initial allocation to subsidize alternative validators, validators,
and the PlatON developer community. Besides, this subsidy will phase out gradually. As a result,
alternative validators and validators are expected to have a higher income during this period.
The project details the percentage of tokens allocated across various funding rounds.
Details related to seed prices have not been released.

35

"PlatScan update：Circulation and supply display of LAT - Medium." 17 May. 2021,

https://medium.com/platon-network/platscan-update-circulation-and-supply-display-of-lat-75934faa4c9
b. Accessed 8 Jul. 2022.
36

"A Blockchain-based Infrastructure for Privacy Computation and ...."

https://platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_Blue_Paper_on_Economics_EN.pdf. Accessed 8 Jul. 2022.
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37

Lock-up periods will apply to participants in the initial allocation , but no further details have
been released.

Tokenomics
The LAT token supply is not finite. A fixed additional 2.5% issuance of LAT tokens per year is
38

implemented.

The project has not disclosed how the ecosystem fund will be used.
The lock-up and unlocking are performed in line with the set lockup period, and the amount of the
39

locked-up tokens can not in advance be unlocked.

PlatON has not disclosed what will happen to unsold allocations.

Supply and Demand Dynamics
Token Supply
●

Fixed additional issuances: There is an inflationary fixed 2.5% additional issuance of LAT
tokens annually. Besides, additional issuances are done in the additional issuance block
(the last block in the last additional period), and 2% of the additional issuance transfers to
40

the reward pool under control by smart contracts.
●

Token unlock: Different token holder categories are subject to varying lock-up periods. It
is essential to watch the timelines for such unlocking.

Token Demand
●
37

Staking:
Staking has been described as being PlatON Network's core feature.
https://devdocs.platon.network/docs/en/staking_and_delegation/

"A Blockchain-based Infrastructure for Privacy Computation and ...."

https://platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_Blue_Paper_on_Economics_EN.pdf#page=13. Accessed 8 Jul.
2022.
38

"Economic model | PlatON - GitHub Pages." https://platonnetwork.github.io/docs/en/Economic_Model/.

Accessed 8 Jul. 2022.
39

"Economic model | PlatON - GitHub Pages." https://platonnetwork.github.io/docs/en/Economic_Model/.

Accessed 8 Jul. 2022.
40

"Economic model | PlatON - GitHub Pages." https://platonnetwork.github.io/docs/en/Economic_Model/.

Accessed 8 Jul. 2022.
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●

Utility: $LAT has several utilities in PlatON’s ecosystem. For example, LAT tokens are used
41

as settlement and payment tokens.

41

"PlatON 2.0:." 4 Nov. 2021,

https://platon.network/pdf/en/PlatON_A_High-Efficiency_Trustless_Computing_Network_Whitepaper_E
N_2.pdf#page=36. Accessed 8 Jul. 2022.
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Social Media and Virality
42

The project is active on Twitter, having 77.4k followers.

The PlatON’s Telegram channel has shown fake activity, and the admin is not active there. The
43

channel at the moment has 43.7k members. Discord appears to be a better option for

https://discord.gg/jAjFzJ3Cff
community-related discussions. At the moment,
the Discord channel has 9.8k members.
https://fo-

https://fo-

rum.latticexThere are also forums for English and Chinese-speaking members (available
here and rum.latticexhere).
.foundation/c/platon-en/20

.foundation/

44

On LinkedIn, PlatON has 422 followers. No updates have been posted there. The project has a
page on Facebook with 930 followers. The page is not active.

45

https://wwhttps://youTwo YouTube channels are associated with PlatON
Network,
with 133 and 61 subscribers and 21
w.you-

and 17 uploaded videos, respectively

tube.com/chantube.com/chan
(available
here andnel/UCc5lHwCeY
here).
nel/UC7gqrs7T
Prp4E5qWZd5NwqmSs8yvy
dc2Q/
5U8g/

Several videos featuring PlatON are available on YouTube, e.g.:

https://youtube.com/watch?v=xG-gL3lTQ8I
● Cointelegraph - 1.5k views
https://youtube.com/watch?v=iqZQGx1cPUs
● CryptoCoinShow - 4k views
● Professor Crypto - 27k views
https://youtube.com/watch?v=3YbaV3OUmnI

42

"PlatON (@PlatON_Network) / Twitter." https://twitter.com/platon_network. Accessed 8 Jul. 2022.

43

"Contact @PlatONNetwork - Telegram." https://t.me/PlatONNetwork. Accessed 8 Jul. 2022.

44

"PlatON - LinkedIn." https://linkedin.com/company/platonnetwork. Accessed 8 Jul. 2022.

45

"Platon-Network - Facebook." https://www.facebook.com/PlatONNetwork. Accessed 8 Jul.

2022.
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Risks to the Project
The following list of risks is not an exhaustive one. Some of these risks are internal, and others are
external to the project. Some risks may be minor/not materialize.
●

Regulatory/Legal Risks: The occurrence of regulatory inquiries or regulatory actions could
restrict or limit the project’s progress. Moreover, evolving or new laws and regulations in
certain jurisdictions may negatively affect the project. The project’s ability to comply or not
comply with these new laws or regulations could have financial or reputational risks involved.

●

The volatility of digital assets: In general, volatility in the values of digital assets can be
significant, and indirectly, a decrease in the value of digital assets could have a material and
adverse effect on PlatON.

●

Unmet expectations: PlatOn is on a mission to build a complex piece of technology. If the
project undergoes significant changes and fails to meet user and market expectations, it could
negatively affect the value of tokens.

●

Security weaknesses: The project’s technology infrastructure may or may not have unknown
bugs or security weaknesses, which may interfere with the use or cause the loss of the
tokens.
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Ratings
Everything you see in this report is the aggregate result of an extensive research process carried out
by a distributed team of researchers and crypto enthusiasts around the world. The process consists of
60 questions divided into three phases. Researchers are called to answer these questions about a
project, while providing links or screenshots as evidence to support their answers. For every answer,
they also provide a rating from zero to ten. The average of their ratings is detailed below.
Our researchers gave PlatON a final rating of C.

SCORE BRACKET

PROJECT RATING

86 - 100

AAA

81 - 85

AA+

76 - 80

AA

71 - 75

A+

66 - 70

A

61 - 65

B+

56 - 60

B

50 - 55

C

31 - 49

D
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Disclaimer
This Report is for informational purposes only and/or all or any of its content thereof, should not, may
not and will not be taken to constitute, either as a whole or in part, any investment advice or
recommendation or similar, regulated, or authorized advice, and D-Core by producing, disseminating,
giving away, or making available this Report does not, should not, may not and will not be taken to
advise on investments, or carry out any similar activity, or any regulated activity or any other
authorized activity. D-Core is not authorized by the Financial Conduct Authority or by any other
competent EU or elsewhere or otherwise competent authority to carry out any regulated activities
and/or any activities within the scope of these authorities' competence.
D-Core excludes and disclaims all liability and/or responsibility whatsoever and/or howsoever caused,
arising out of any actions, or omissions taken, or made by any authorized and/or other recipient of this
Report in reliance on, or arising out of, or in connection with any or all content of this Report. Any
authorized and/or other recipient of this Report acknowledges, accepts and agrees that they carry out
their own independent research and act in their own sole risk in reading or using any or all information
contained in this Report. In any event, recipients of this Report are urged to seek professional

advice before making any potential investment decision in relation to the project described herein.
Any authorized and/or other recipient of this Report accepts this Disclaimer in full. For the avoidance of
doubt, this Disclaimer is binding against any recipient of this Report whatsoever.
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